Text of Gray's McNair eulogy

(Continued from page 15)

... came into contact with him — was singular and very impressive. We are diminished — the nation has the power to ennoble, the power to cause people to achieve impossible goals. His is the contribution of the great teacher — a contribution that persists from generation to generation, and we are his acolytes.

Ron was a man of deeply felt, vigorously lived religious faith. And it is fitting, I believe, to conclude with words from the Book of Philippians — words that speak to the place he holds in our minds and in our hearts.
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The horror and shock of Ron's death haunts us all. The sense of irreplaceable loss — hard to bear for each person who loved him — impossible to imagine for his wife, his parents, his children, nurses our minds and chills our hearts.
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Death closes all: but some- thing are the end, some work of noble note, may yet be done, not unbecoming men that strive with gods.